NOMINATIONS OF NEW MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE MEDICAL USES OF ISOTOPES—2000

NRC has recently submitted to OMB for review the following proposal for the collection of information under the provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. Chapter 35). The NRC hereby informs potential respondents that an agency may not conduct or sponsor, and that a person is not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number.

Information pertaining to the requirement to be submitted:

1. Type of submission, new, revision, or extension: Extension.
2. The title of the information collection: DOE/NRC Form 742.
3. The form number, if applicable: DOE/NRC Form 742 and DOE/NRC Form 742C.
4. How often the collection is required: DOE/NRC Forms 742 and 742C are submitted semiannually following a physical inventory of nuclear materials.
5. Who is required or asked to report: Persons licensed to possess specified quantities of special nuclear or source material.
6. An estimate of the number of responses:
   DOE/NRC Form 742: 400 responses
   DOE/NRC Form 742C: 360 responses
7. The number of annual respondents:
   DOE/NRC Form 742: 200 licensees
   DOE/NRC Form 742C: 180 licensees
8. An estimate of the number of hours needed annually to complete the requirement or request:
   DOE/NRC Form 742: 300 hours
   DOE/NRC Form 742C: 2,160 hours
9. An indication of whether Section 3507(d), Pub. L. 104–13 applies: Not applicable.
10. Abstract: Each licensee authorized to possess special nuclear material totaling more than 350 grams of contained uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium, or any combination thereof, and any licensee authorized to possess 1,000 kilograms of source material is required to submit DOE/NRC Form 742. Reactor licensees required to submit DOE/NRC Form 742, and facilities subject to 10 CFR Part 75, are required to submit DOE/NRC Form 742C. The information is used by NRC to fulfill its responsibilities as a participant in US/IAEA Safeguards Agreement and bilateral agreements with Australia and Canada, and to satisfy its domestic safeguards responsibilities.

A copy of the final supporting statement may be viewed free of charge at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW (lower level), Washington, DC. OMB clearance requests are available at the NRC worldwide web site (http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/PUBLIC/OMB/index.html). The document will be available on the NRC home page site for 60 days after the signature date of this notice. Comments and questions should be directed to the OMB reviewer by August 4, 2000.

Erik Godwin, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (3150–0143), NRC Clearance Officer, Office of the Chief Information Officer. Comments can also be submitted by telephone at (202) 395–3087. The NRC Clearance Officer is Brenda Jo. Shelton, 301–415–7233. Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 28th day of June, 2000.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Brenda Jo. Shelton,
NRC Clearance Officer, Office of the Chief Information Officer.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

SUMMARY: The NRC is inviting nominations for two existing positions on the Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses of Isotopes (ACMUI)—a medical physicist with expertise in nuclear unsealed byproduct material and a health care administrator.

DATES: Nominations are due on or before September 5, 2000.


NOMINATIONS OF NEW MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE MEDICAL USES OF ISOTOPES—2000

Individuals requesting specific accommodation should contact Mrs. Barbara Bush at (202) 314–6220 by Friday, July 7, 2000.

Rhonda Underwood,
Federal Register Liaison Officer.

[FR Doc. 00–17124 Filed 6–30–00; 3:26 pm]
BILLING CODE 7535–01–M

NOMINEES FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE BEING SOUGHT:

1. Nuclear medicine physician:
   (a) Nuclear medicine physician; (b) nuclear cardiologist; (c) medical physicist in nuclear medicine unsealed byproduct material; (d) health care administrator; (e) patients’ rights and care advocate; (f) Food and Drug Administration representative; and (g) state representative. The staff is in the process of finalizing the appointment of nominees for the following positions: (a) a therapy physicist; (b) a radiation safety officer; (c) a nuclear pharmacist; and (d) two radiation oncologists.

The NRC is inviting nominations for two existing positions on the ACMUI—a medical physicist with expertise in nuclear medicine unsealed byproduct material and a health care administrator. The term of the individual currently occupying the medical physicist position ends September 30, 2000, and the term of the individual currently occupying the health care administrator position ends September 30, 2001.

Nominees must include four copies of their resumes, describing their educational and professional qualifications, and provide their current addresses and telephone numbers.

NOMINATIONS OF NEW MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE MEDICAL USES OF ISOTOPES

AGENCY: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Call for nominations.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is inviting nominations for two existing positions on the Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses of Isotopes (ACMUI): A medical physicist with expertise in nuclear unsealed byproduct material and a health care administrator.

DATES: Nominations are due on or before September 5, 2000.


The NRC is inviting nominations for

1. Nuclear medicine physician:
   (a) Nuclear medicine physician; (b) nuclear cardiologist; (c) medical physicist in nuclear medicine unsealed byproduct material; (d) health care administrator; (e) patients’ rights and care advocate; (f) Food and Drug Administration representative; and (g) state representative. The staff is in the process of finalizing the appointment of nominees for the following positions: (a) a therapy physicist; (b) a radiation safety officer; (c) a nuclear pharmacist; and (d) two radiation oncologists.

The NRC is inviting nominations for two existing positions on the ACMUI—a medical physicist with expertise in nuclear medicine unsealed byproduct material and a health care administrator. The term of the individual currently occupying the medical physicist position ends September 30, 2000, and the term of the individual currently occupying the health care administrator position ends September 30, 2001.

Nominees must include four copies of their resumes, describing their educational and professional qualifications, and provide their current addresses and telephone numbers.